
1899 - 1922 
  
Miss Amelia Henrickson Proudfoot, appointed as Headmistress in 1899 at the age of 26, was to lead 
Simon Langton Girls’ School (SLGS) for the next twenty-three years. She had been very well 
educated; she had studied in Paris, gained the Diploma of LLA (a Lady Literate in the Arts) at St 
Andrews University and she was ‘’a woman of small stature but immense presence’’. 
 
Miss Proudfoot recognised that the new Edwardian era sought to limit girls’ horizons which 
emphasised the importance of ‘’grace and bearing’’ and ‘’skilfulness of hand, especially in the home 
arts’’. However, like her predecessor Miss Hamm, she was ambitious for the girls, rewarded those 
that were loyal to SLGS, increased numbers and access to ‘’physical activities’’, developed the 
building on the Whitefriars site and oversaw a number of inaugural services and events that still 
exist today. 
 
During this period, SLGS produced young women who were at the vanguard. The likes of Sydney 
Horsley kept up the link with Cambridge by winning a place at Newnham in 1907 to read Modern 
Languages at a time when young women were escorted to lectures in closed carriages by 
chaperones. Dorothy Taylor headed a list of 4,192 girls in England who took the Oxford (now 
replacing the Cambridge) Junior Examination and repeated her triumph by outstripping 6,299 
candidates in the Senior Examination in 1908. Olive Wells strengthened the link between SLGS and 
Girton College when she won a place to study Modern Languages in 1922. 
 
The trickle of girls going to college for training as teachers became a stream and were invited to re-
join the teaching staff at SLGS. Miss Carter, scholar of Girton College, returned to teach 
Mathematics. Miss Hinde (who had ‘’a scathing wit’’ and ‘’wore a tailor made costume, shirt and 
tie’’) returned and was a stalwart of the early century at Langton and kindled a love of History and 
English and equipped her students with tickets for the Beaney Library. Miss Loth held ‘’musical 
afternoons’’ and Miss Davison’s operetta ‘’Princess Chrystanemum’’ (which was held where Nasons 
stood) added to a full star cast of old Langtonians. 
 
By 1922, tennis and netball fixtures were well established. Cricket was popular and had been taken 
up in preference to archery which had been proposed by Lord Northbourne, a Governor, who 
subsequently arranged matches between the Cricket XIs of the Girls’ and Boys’ Langtons at his home 
in Betteshanger. The ‘’navy blue serge gym tunic, with box pleats and velvet yoke, worn with a black 
braid girdle loosely tied about the hips’’, had become standard uniform by 1922. 
 
In 1902, Prize Distributions were held for the first time which told of the academic achievement and 
prowess in practical spheres. Commemoration Services had their origin in 1911, when Dean Wace 
welcomed both Langton Girls’ and Boys’ schools for the first time and when the girls donned white 
dresses and wore sprigs of ivy. In 1917, Miss Proudfoot introduced the first Prefect System – a first 
step in self-government on the eve of women’s suffrage.  
 
Numbers of girls, which had reached over 100 by 1902, and 172 by 1905, rose so steeply that, by 
1914, SLGS was turning girls away. The pressure of numbers had brought about some expansion so 
that on 25th October 1906, SLGS included an additional Hall, five classrooms and a Laboratory. While 
there was no prospect of further building work during the First World War (1914 – 1918), SLGS took 
in refugees from Belgium when Germany invaded in spite of the fact that Government Inspectors 
bluntly criticised the overcrowding that they found on their visit in December 1914. 
 
The First World War gave Langton girls the opportunity to leave home and take up war work. 
Winifred Tice received the Royal Red Cross Decoration ‘’for services with armies in the field’’. Alice 



Young serving in Malta was similarly decorated. Old girls carried out research in a Government 
Chemical Laboratory making drawings for shells and served in the Contracts Department of the War 
Office. At home, the sight of the red flag on the Westgate Towers signalled a day time raid when 
‘’Zepplelins hovered over Canterbury for a long time after dusk in August 1915’’ and girls were 
forced to study by candlelight when electricity was reduced to the merest glimmer. 
 
Under the control and guidance of Miss Proudfoot, she put SLGS ‘’in the front rank of modern 
Secondary Schools for Girls’’. When she was invited to talk at the Jubilee Speech Day in 1931, she 
asked that the girls ‘’keep alive the traditions of your school – good work, honest endeavour – and 
keep pressing forward for something better’’. This is a legacy that has lasted beyond the life of Miss 
Proudfoot and our school motto ‘’Meliora Sequamur’’ – ‘’let us aim for better things’’ reflects her 
words and underlines our belief today that we are lifted up and borne aloft by the understanding 
gained by those that have gone before us.  
 

 
 

Miss A H Proudfoot, Simon Langton Girls’ second Headmistress (1889 – 1922) 
 
 
 
 
 


